State of Digital Preservation in Texas
Updates and Panel Presentations

Thursday, July 23, 2020

Hosted by TDL, with Courtney Mumma, Deputy Director & Moderated by Bethany Scott, University of Houston
Using Zoom

- Keep microphone and video muted.
- Click on participants to view attendees.
- Click chat to enter questions & comments.
Be Excellent To Each Other
Agenda

TDL & Digital Preservation Updates with Courtney Mumma

Intro to A-TEX with Bethany Scott

Panel of presenters - Shelley Barba, Lauren Goodley, and Kaitlyn Sisk

Discussion and Q&A

tdl.org
Digital Preservation Services

Texas Digital Library

DURACLoud

Commercial options
- Amazon Glacier
- Amazon S3

Chronopolis is our non-commercial storage option, geographically distributed, and rooted in the cultural heritage community.
New Discounts

@archivematica | @archiveitorg
Working Together

DP Interest Group & Web Archiving Interest Group (WATXIG)

- Quarterly open affinity groups, with listservs
- **WATXIG** is working on avoiding duplication of effort in Texas, finding ways to collaborate and were responsible for helping establish the Archive-It Consortium
- **Shared resources** including a handy inventory and priority-setting tool on the [DP wiki](https://dpwiki.org)

NDSA (ex-National Digital Stewardship Alliance)

- All TDL members are part of [NDSA](https), even if there own institution is not a member
- Representatives on the Coordinating Committee, Standards, Infrastructure and Content Interest Groups
- Revised the Levels of Preservation resulting in **LoP 2.0**
Texas Levels of Preservation

Findings based on Spring 2017 interviews conducted with 15 Texas Digital Library member institutions, 3 of which were active users of TDL Digital Preservation Services.

*access*
*information security*
*metadata*
*storage & geographic location*

file fixity & data integrity
file formats
physical media*

workflows
auditing & monitoring
inventories
preservation planning
(formats and migration)
distribution
emulation and dependencies

Pass
Partial
Fail

COLLABORATION & RESOURCE SHARING


*proposed functional areas
Texas DP Highlights

**Preserving Sensitive Data in Distributed Digital Storage Networks** - **IMLS Planning grant** # LG-34-19-0055

**Rice - OSSArcFlow**

- workflows to increase the capacity of libraries and archives to curate born digital content using Open Source Software
- Find the *Guide to Documenting Born-Digital Workflows* and accompanying videos on the [Educopia website](https://www.educopia.org) for the project

U of H is doing an environment impact scan of their DP ecosystem!
...the Archivematica Texas Users Group!

- Discussion group
- In-person training and networking
- Online events
Panelists

Lauren Goodley
Archivist, The Wittliff Collections
Texas State University

Shelley Barba
Digital Scholarship Librarian
Texas Tech University

Kaitlyn Sisk
Digital Archivist
UT Southwestern Medical Center
Thank you!

Texas Digital Library is a consortium of library and archives professionals that propels the Academy forward by maintaining our past and preparing for the future. Membership in TDL is open to any academic library. Find out more by visiting https://www.tdl.org/members/membership/ or email us at info@tdl.org.